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Night Shift thrills for the midnight hour

The evenings grow longer and audiences at the Festival Voix d’Amériques (FVA) don’t want to go home—at least, not yet. As usual, the FVA offers night owls eight frisky evenings of sparkling entertainment hosted by the thrilling but always relaxed poet, Ivy. 

Every evening a subversive house band fearlessly accompanies the guest poets, followed by the intrepid souls who get hold of the mic next. Expect the unexpected, where the action is cheeky in a double-time show: it’s the “night shift” after all, and none of us are the least bit tired! 

From 11 pm to 11:30 pm: May we see your ID?

To kick off each Night Shift, three invited poets deliver their readings with the help of the musicians. Experienced poets and performers such as José Acquelin, Danielle Fournier, Mario Cholette, Danielle Roger and Marc LeMyre—hotly pursued by the younger but no less talented Sébastien Blais, Julien Dupuis, Nicolas Dickner and Mario Brassard—will show us their stuff. 

To take things out in style, on Friday, February 17, the FVA hands over the mic and the stage to composer, singer, actor, experimental songwriter, improviser, and multi-instrumentalist (not to mention FVA guest of honour in 2004) Urbain Desbois.

The house band for the week unites two sounds that charmed us all at last year’s festival: the astonishing double bass of Philippe Brault (Tomás Jensen, Pierre Lapointe) and the touching violin of Guido del Fabbro (Rouge Ciel, Fanfare Pourpour). Both musicians can spend hours rigging electronic set-ups just for the fun of it and can go an entire week without repeating the same note twice! 

At 11:30 pm: Make room for the FVA’s famous Open Mic

This microphone is open to the audience. Authors known, unknown and hoping-to-be-known are invited to present their prose readings, poems and songs in English, French, or any other language. But take note: you have to present your own work. This is not the place to hide behind Dylan Thomas and Gaston Miron. Each participant has three minutes on stage, with the assistance (musical and moral!) of the band. 

Sign up with the host on the day of the performance starting at 10 pm at The Casa del Popolo. Be sure to get to the club early: seating is limited. 

Tickets for the Night Shift are available at the door of the Casa del Popolo, 4873 Saint-Laurent—a real bargain at only $3! 


Night Shift schedule for FVA 2006:

Friday, February 10: 		José Acquelin, Danielle Fournier, Henri Chassé
Saturday, February 11: 		Brigitte Caron, Mario Cholette, Sébastien Blais
Sunday, February 12: 		Mario Brassard, Méliane Ray, Julien Dupuis
Monday, February 13:	Caroline Louisseize, Yannick Renaud, Léon Guy Dupuis
Tuesday, February 14: 	Isabelle Grandjean, Éric Roger, Jean-Christophe Trentinella
Wednesday, February 15:		David Bergeron, Nicolas Dickner, Danielle Roger
Thursday, February 16:		Chantal Neveu, Martin Ouellet, Marc LeMyre
Friday, February 17:	Urbain Desbois takes the stage for our closing party and anything is possible!
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For further information and to arrange interviews, please contact
Geneviève L. Picard
		Communications Director
		Les Filles électriques
		(514) 933-9067, gpicard@lorem.ca


